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Meticulously annotated—uncovers bad memory and factual errors; reflecting memories of 
veterans; many pages of detailed notes;  
 
Both James Breathed and William M. McGregor had learned much from the famous John 
Pelham 
 
Henry Matthews wrote his recollections in 1904-5—sought to exaggerate the importance of 
Brethed and his artillery battalion; --corrected in the endnotes 
 
Common to try to gain glory for one's unit 
 
Sgt. Richard Townsend Dodson three articles in the Philadelphia Press, 1882-85 are vivid and 
personal but not very well connected to specific events or time 
 
George W. Shreve's brief reminiscence is mixed bag historical—began working on this at age 65 
 
Henry Matthews, Pelham Breathed Battery of Stuart's Horse Artillery 
 
Some detail on Peninsula campaign; series of newspaper sketches makes up the memoir; also 
good account of ride around McClellan's army;  
=====much minutiae in the notes 
 
Corrects exaggerations and mistaken details in the notes 
 
Sometime day to day accounts of movements 
 
Considerable detail on Second Manassas 
 
Matthews also goes into Maryland campaign 
 
Thorough fact checking of the documents 
 
Stuart’s raid on Chambersburg in some detail 
 
Sketchy on Fredericksburg 
 
Very laudatory of Jim Brethed, p. 55, 120 
 
Tendency to quote from other sources and not give own account—Matthews 
 
Much detail on dates and troops movements 



Good account of panic of Hooker’s men at Chancellorsville, p. 67 
 
Good detailed account of Brandy Station 
 
Mixes in some vivid personal recollections with dry detail 
 
Some detail on Wilson and Kautz raid against Richmond and Weldon RR 
 
Robert Townsend Annals of the War articles—served under Pelham; Sgt. Major—articles in 
Annals of the war—almost breathless sense of excitements in Second Manassas campaign; some 
anecdotes of Jackson and Stuart 
 
Some description in Lee in Antietam campaign 
 
Tales of hostile Marylanders and grabbing horses 
 
George W. Shreve's Reminiscences in the History of the Stuart Horse Artillery, C.S.A.—last 
surviving member—died in 1940 
 
Account of captured fish and whiskey before Antietam 
 
Brief account of Fredericksburg  
 
Not every informative but some interesting tidbits about camp life, and messes, pp. 310-13 
 
 
 
 
 


